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Introduction

Plants Are Up to Something!
The Huntington Library, Art Collections, and Botanical Gardens opened the Rose Hills Founda
tion Conservatory for Botanical Science in the fall of 2005. This 16,000 square foot greenhouse
harbors plants from lowland tropical forests, high-altitude cloud forests, tropical dry forests,
and temperate bogs—plants that need higher humidity and more frost protection than we can
provide outdoors in southern California. It also contains more than 50 interpretive exhibits that
encourage people to learn about the plants by engaging with them directly. Real plants, real
tools, and real science have proven to be big hits with both kids and adults. A new generation
of children is learning that plants are not just “green furniture,” but rather living organisms
with highly evolved, and often very surprising, strategies for survival. The title of the exhibition
sums up our big idea: Plants Are Up to Something.

Goals of the Exhibition
The Plants Are Up to Something exhibition combats “plant blindness.” It creates excitement
about plants and the processes used to study them. It immerses visitors in a multi-sensory
environment and delights people with charismatic plant specimens. It teaches hands-on science
skills and encourages people to slow down and notice the amazing natural world around them.
It gives folks a frame of reference so that when they hear about habitat conservation issues,
they relate to the habitat personally.
Plants Are Up to Something helps make up for the fact that less and less botany is being
taught in schools. However, this exhibition is not concerned with imparting technical
vocabulary, nor does it aim for the comprehensive coverage of a botany text book. If we can
get people excited about plants, they will be motivated to learn more detailed information in
other contexts.

Goals of the Cookbook
We are writing this “cookbook” with botanical gardens, nature centers, science centers, and
museums in mind. The exhibit write-ups that follow are based on working in a semi-protected
outdoor environment, like a garden, greenhouse, or conservatory. (In this document, we use
the term “greenhouse” to mean an enclosed growing space that is set up to be a workspace
first and foremost. We use the term “conservatory” to mean an enclosed growing space that is
focused on public displays of plants.)
If you are creating these exhibits in a dry, indoor location, you can obviously save time and
money by not going to our extreme lengths of waterproofing. Please feel free to experiment,
adapt, and modify so that this works for your site, your budget, and your audience.
This document will take you step-by-step through eleven of our exhibit designs so that you can
recreate or adapt them to your site. The exhibits are meant to be unfacilitated, stand-alone
experiences that don’t need to be done in any particular order. The “recipes” include a list of
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materials, information on setup, and tips for exhibit maintenance. We’ve included variants on
each of the exhibits to get you thinking about how you could tailor it to your budget, and short
descriptions of related exhibits that use similar tools to examine different topics. Construction
diagrams are also included for some of the more complex exhibit elements.
There are many more exhibits on display in the conservatory that we don’t have space to explore
here. A full exhibit list with very brief summaries is included in the appendix. Also check the
appendix for general information on growing plants, and our suggestions on label materials for
wet settings. A list of recommended reading will help you flesh out any area where you have
more questions.

Exhibition Alchemy
Public response to Plants Are Up to Something has been highly positive. Summative evaluation
found that adults and children are really getting involved in the exhibits: using tools, touching
plants, comparing structures, measuring, analyzing, and discussing their results. During summa
tive evaluation, two-thirds of the visitors who participated in exit interviews reported that they
had been “doing science” and gave concrete examples from the exhibits. Many of the exhibits
hold visitors’ attention for a full minute or longer (which the evaluators declared to be a longer
time span than many other science exhibits they had studied in recent years). We’re proud to add
that Plants Are Up to Something was awarded the Grand Prize in the American Association of
Museum’s Annual Excellence in Exhibition Competition for 2007.
While the interactive exhibits that we discuss in this cookbook are a big part of this success, the
real magic of the exhibition lies in the fusion of many elements: gorgeous and unusual plants,
the feel of tropical humidity on your skin as you walk into the building, the scent of blooming
flowers, the friendly conversation with the volunteer showing off flytraps. The hands-on botany
experiments would simply not have the same impact if they were not located within the lush,
vibrant context of a living collection of plants.
If you decide to modify and replicate these exhibits, we strongly encourage you to do so in a
space that includes live plants. If you don’t have a greenhouse, could you set up a display in a
patch of wildflowers outdoors? Could you rig up a bank of hanging baskets near a window?
Consider the potential to set up exhibits seasonally if the logistics of maintaining them yearround are too difficult. Just remember that the plants themselves are the stars of the show. Just
as C.S. Lewis’s magical wardrobe was merely the portal into the land of Narnia, our microscopes
and refractometers are likewise just welcoming doorways into the exciting world of the plant
kingdom itself.
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Real Plants
One of main goals in this exhibition is to feature our wonderful collection of live plants. Rather
than constructing giant plastic models to explain botanical concepts, visitors are exposed to the
important scientific skill of examining real stuff. Some of the plants do need protection from this
abundance of attention. In some cases this means having multiple specimens waiting in the wings,
so we can rotate a new plant into the exhibit right away when the current plant needs a vacation.
In other cases, this means growing cheaper or sturdier plants near the paths, and placing the more
delicate or valuable specimens further away from arm’s reach. We opened the conservatory with
out having any “do not touch” signs on exhibit, and at the date of this writing we still haven’t
needed them. Our visitors have been remarkably well-behaved, and the learning that comes out
of interacting with real plants surpasses occasional frustration with toddlers snapping off
fern fronds.

Real Tools
Greenhouses and conservatories are hot, wet, muddy places by design. Hoses drag along the floor
and mist rains down from nozzles in the ceiling. Windows open in the walls and roof, allowing
grasshoppers, sparrows, rats and raccoons to enter at will. It’s enough to make an exhibit designer
weep! Of course, it’s also a goldmine of excitement. Much of the glamour of botany lies in the
field work, a niche that is rich with tools that are well-suited to soggy, muddy conditions.
Most of the scientific tools we use in the exhibits are designed for botany and forestry field work,
or nautical and underwater settings. Equipment that was not designed for dampness, such as our
microscopes, is protected from water the best we can. Some galleries of our conservatory do have
lower ambient humidity than others, but the plants throughout are hand watered by hoses, so
every exhibit element needs to survive some errant spray. Our southern California climate makes
the conservatory quite hot in summer, and in some locations we have installed fans near exhibits
simply to keep the equipment from overheating. Battery-powered equipment needs new
batteries more often than you’d expect, as even trace amounts of moisture cause corrosion on the
batteries’ contact points. Using real tools in wet environments is not for the timid, but it certainly
pays off in terms of the visitor experience.

Real Science
Our target audience is children from 9 to 13 years old. This is the age range where children are
deciding what they are good at, and what they like to do. Our exhibits are teaching kids to
explore and experiment. They observe, predict, classify and compare. They measure pH levels,
light levels, nutrient levels, nectar concentrations, and relative weight. Even if they don’t decide to
become botanists, children who have a good time at our exhibits are going to carry positive
memories about doing science into their future.
Our goal was to create exhibits that are as interesting for the adult audience as they are for the
children. And we’re proud to say that children and adults are happily competing for their turn to
use the exhibits. By avoiding cartoony design elements and oversimplified labels, the 9–13 yearolds feel like they are being taken seriously, while the teens and adults don’t feel sheepish about
participating themselves.
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When your collections are alive, they are constantly changing. We have found ways to build
flexibility into our exhibits so that we can respond to plants suddenly flowering, fruiting or dying.
Our exhibits do require significant amounts of maintenance. We have one full-time and two
part-time staff members, plus a team of trained volunteers, devoted to maintaining the exhibit
elements. Two more staff members and another team of volunteers make sure the plants get
their daily care. Real plants and real tools need real care, so assess your staffing resources as you
decide the scale of your ambitions.
We hope these ideas inspire you to explore new ways of presenting botany to the public. Happy
reading!
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Exhibit Recipes
General Notes
The materials lists have been grouped into three categories:
1. “Plants” includes live specimens, cut flowers, and dried plant parts such as seeds, leaves, and
dry moss.
2. “Equipment” refers to one-time purchases of reusable elements, such as microscopes.
3. “Supplies” means renewable items that are used to maintain the exhibit over time, such as
specialized cleaning supplies or lamination sheets

•

Generally speaking, items such as tables, stools, and other furniture have not been included in
the materials list. Don’t forget to factor these into your planning—and your budget.

•

Prices for exhibit components are all approximate, as of the
summer of 2007. Please keep in mind that the cost of equip
ment can change over time, and that certain equipment
models (or even the company itself!) can disappear. Do your
own up-to-date price research before you lock in your
budget.

•

Custom-fabricated elements are much more difficult to price
out than off-the-shelf items. We’ve indicated which elements
are custom-made in our materials list and given a rough
estimate to go with them, but these may not accurately
reflect the prices of your preferred contractors or for
in-house fabrication. Talk to your local exhibit fabricators to
get a more accurate sense of your costs.

•

Buying materials in bulk can save significant amounts of
money, especially with items like sand and peat moss.

•

If you don’t happen to need waterproof materials for your
location, your savings will be considerable.
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How Sweet Is It?

Cost: ~$1,850, not including furniture
Maintenance needed: High

Big Picture
Many flowers make nectar to lure pollinators to visit. While the pollinator
drinks the nectar, the flower dusts the animal with pollen. The pollen is then
carried to more flowers as the pollinator searches for more nectar to drink.
Plants can attract specific types of pollinators by creating nectar with sugar
concentrations that meet a pollinator’s dietary needs. In this exhibit, visitors
use a refractometer to test the sugar levels of the nectar from three different
plants. They then predict which plant has flowers with nectar sweet enough
to attract a bee.

1
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How Sweet Is It?

1

What do visitors do? Visitors use a tool called a refractometer to measure the sugar levels

in three different kinds of nectar. They apply drops of nectar (actually sugar-water mixed to
the appropriate concentration) to the refractometer, take the reading, and compare the
results from one flower to the other. Visitors then check their answers against a graph which
shows the sugar preferences of different pollinators.
•

Reinforcing the concept: Repeating the test with three different kinds of nectar helps

reinforce the tool-use skill while driving home the differences in nectar. Also the pollinator
graph is a visual representation of the differences in nectar level. Having the fresh flowers on
the table triggers visitor memories of those plants as well as which animals they have seen
visit the plants in their daily life. The area around this exhibit is lush with additional plants
that display flashy flowers, inviting visitors to speculate about how this concept could extend
to other plants as well.
•

Educational goals: Visitors learn that nectar is designed to attract pollinators, and that
nectars come in different levels of sweetness. Visitors learn to operate a refractometer and
read the scale of sugar concentration. Visitors compare nectar levels from their own data,
and hypothesize about which plant is attracting bees. Visitors also practice graph reading
skills when they check their answers.

Mixing nectar solutions
• Lavender nectar has 30% sugar.
	Add ½ cup of sugar plus 4 more tablespoons of sugar to 1½ cups of water. Stir until sugar
dissolves, then test with refractometer to verify concentration.
• Salvia nectar has 25% sugar
	Add ½ cup sugar plus one more tablespoon of sugar to 1½ cups of water. Stir until sugar
dissolves. Test with refractometer to verify concentration.
• Lantana nectar has 20% sugar
	Add 1⁄3 cup sugar, plus 2 more tablespoons of sugar, to 1½ cups of water. Stir until sugar
dissolves. Test with refractometer to verify concentration.
Advice:

•

Daily maintenance: Check to see that nectar bottles are full and that the tips are dispensing
properly. Cut new flowers to replace any that are wilted, and refill vases with fresh water.
During the day, wipe down the table and the tools regularly (everything gets sticky with
sugar-water), and throw away any tissues left on the table. Clean the eyepieces. On hightraffic days, you may have to refill the squeeze bottles or the tissue dispensers.

•

Periodic maintenance: Routine care of the plants that are providing the flower cuttings.

10
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•

This exhibit is one of our most popular—visitors (adults and kids both) sometimes are found
waiting in line for their turn to test the nectar samples.

•

It helps to make larger batches of nectar and then refrigerate the leftovers—preferably in
spare squeeze bottles that are ready to go on exhibit, so you can replace them quickly. Or
freeze into ice cubes for long-term storage.

•

Plant lantana, salvia, and lavender bushes nearby so you can easily harvest cut flowers for the
display. If these plants don’t grow in your region, do a little research to find three local plants
that have distinctly different nectar levels, and use those instead. Verify what pollinators visit
these plants, of course!

•

Lantana berries are poisonous, best to plant them out of reach of small children. Remove any
of the berries from cut flowers on display on the table.

•

Believe it or not, some visitors insist upon tasting the nectar solutions—even adults, who really
ought to know better. This behavior should be discouraged, since solutions of sugar-water left
baking in a greenhouse for days on end can hardly be considered food-grade.

Variants:

•

Research the sweetness of other flowers to fit your preferred habitat or thematic focus. You
may have to collect the first samples of nectar from the flowers themselves if you can’t find
published information about that specific plant’s nectar concentration.

•

Compare the sweetness of different nectars to sweet liquids that humans consume.

•

Refractometers can be used to measure the sweetness of fruits, and the sugar content in plant
phloem, as well as for commercial wine-making and juice-making.

Related Exhibits:

•

Pollinators and Their Favorite Smells (methods that flowers use to lure pollinators): Visitors
smell three types of flowers: sweet, fruity, and stinky/carrion-like. They then guess which kind
of pollinator the flower is trying to attract, based on the smell: a fly, a bee, or a bat.
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How Sweet Is It?
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How Sweet Is It?

Exhibit Label

How sweet is it?
Sugary nectars
Flowers make nectar to
attract animals
When animals drink nectar, they also collect
pollen and carry it to other flowers. Plants
use this pollen to make new seeds.

Some nectars are sweeter than
others
Flowers with very sweet nectar attract bees
that need it for energy and to make honey.
Flowers with less sugar in their nectar attract
different pollinators like butterflies and
hummingbirds.

1
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Exhibit Label

How Sweet Is It?
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construction diagram

Flip Door with Neoprine Hinge

1/8" neoprene
gasket material
screw posts

graphic panel

front elevation
ﬂip book with neoprene hinge

side
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How Do Pitcher Plants
Digest Insects?

Cost: ~$830, not including furniture
Maintenance needed: High

Big picture
Tropical pitcher plants (also known as “monkey cups” or Nepenthes) are
spectacular carnivorous plants that live primarily in tropical regions of
southeast Asia. The tips of the leaves of these vine-like plants are shaped like
cups, or “pitchers.” The pitchers make a sweet nectar on their lids, which lures
animals to the slippery edge of the cup. When the animals slip and fall in,
they drown in the liquid that fills the pitchers. The acidity of the liquid in the
cups helps the plant break down the animal remains for easier absorption of
nutrients through the inner surface of the leaf. The pH level of the liquid in
individual pitchers varies depending on the age and hunting success of the
specific leaf, but measuring the acidity helps establish that the contents of
the pitcher is not just an accidental accretion of rainfall.1

2
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How Do Pitcher Plants Digest Insects?

2

17

What do visitors do? Visitors put a few drops of pitcher plant liquid onto the sensor of

the pH meter and read the level of acidity. Then they wipe off the sensor and measure
drops of purified water, to compare.
•

Reinforcing the concept: Live Nepenthes plants on the tables set the context for this
experiment—visitors peer inside the pitchers to see how the trap works. The clear bottles
of pitcher plant fluid on the tables often have scraps of dead bugs floating in them, as
more visiual evidence of their carnivorous habits. A chart on the table shows the pH level
of pure rainwater human stomach acid, so visitors can compare the acidity of the plant’s
digestive methods to our own. An illustration on the intro text shows a Nepenthes pitcher
in cross-section, with a blow-up of the glands that produce the digestive fluids and absorb
the nutrients from digested liquids.

•

Educational goals: Visitors learn that Nepenthes are carnivorous plants, and understand

the basics of how the plants trap insects. Visitors are exposed to the concept of liquids
having a measurable level of acidity. Visitors practice using a pH meter, and compare the
pH readings of different fluids.

Nepenthes digestive fluid
If you have lots of specimens of Nepenthes plants, you can collect all your fluid directly from the
pitchers. Gently tip the pitcher sideways until the fluid pours out into your cup, or suck the liquid
out with droppers. The pH levels vary quite a bit from one pitcher to the next, based on the
maturity of the leaf, how many insects it has already trapped, and whether the irrigation water
has splashed into the pitcher and diluted its contents. (For this reason, we don’t indicate any
“correct answer” for the pitcher fluid’s pH level in the text.)
If you have limited plants or limited time, here’s a recipe for artificial pitcher-juice. Combine this
with the real digestive fluid to increase the amount available for use in the exhibit dropper bottles.
•

First, dissolve 100 g of citric acid in 500 mL of distilled or deionized water. This creates 1 M citric
acid, with a pH of 1.6. We’ll call this Solution A.

•

In a separate container, dissolve 4 g solid sodium hydroxide in 100 mL of distilled or deionized
water. This creates 1 M of sodium hydroxide, with a pH of 14+. We’ll call this Solution B.
Warning —sodium hydroxide (a.k.a. lye) is caustic. Use protective gear when mixing
this solution.

•

For the next step, make sure Solution A and Solution B are both at room temperature. Set a pH
meter into a 1 L beaker containing the entire batch of Solution A (citric acid). Gradually add
approximately 40 mL of Solution B (sodium hydroxide) to the beaker holding Solution A. Stir
the mixture constantly, and check the pH levels as you go. When the pH meter reads 2.7, stop
adding Solution B. We’ll call this new mix Solution C. Store this in the refrigerator when it’s not
in use.

•

For the final liquid that goes on exhibit, dilute 2 parts of Solution C with 8 parts of distilled or
deionized water. Store any leftovers in the fridge until the exhibit needs to be refreshed.
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Advice:

•

Daily Maintenance: Make sure bottles of water and digestive liquid are full. Replace any empty
Kim-wipe boxes with full ones. Calibrate pH meters. This station gets messy—some visitors
forget to throw away their Kim-wipes. Check in on the table throughout the day to tidy it.

•

Maintenance for pH meters includes cleaning the sensors with Soft Scrub cleaning solution,
periodically replacing the sensor in the meter, and replacing batteries. The sensor element of
the meter can be wriggled loose or even removed if visitors pick at it enough, so check to make
sure all parts are in place every day.

•

Over time, pH meters may become erratic in their function and require recalibration more than
once per day. This is probably due to the high humidity of the gallery, and the meter not being
as waterproof as we’d hoped. Test as many brands of waterproof pH meters as you can until
you find one that is reliable in your conditions, and that can handle constant vigorous cleaning.
Consider testing methods of making the meters more waterproof if your location is especially
wet—wrapping the meter in parafilm or shrink-wrap, or building a Plexiglas holder that
deflects water, for example.

•

The dropper bottle with digestive juice can get clogged up with the corpses of the larger
insects. A wisp of cotton on the inside of the lid works as an effective filter.

•

This is another very popular exhibit. On busy days, lines sometimes form while people are
waiting for their turn to use it. We have two identical stations at the table to accommodate
more people at once.

Variants:

•

If visitors are well-behaved (or well-supervised), have them measure the Nepenthes liquid while
it’s still in the leaf of the plant.

•

Litmus paper is an alternative to an electric pH meter, though it does generate more trash.

Related Exhibits:

•

Count the Corpses (examining carnivorous plants): North American pitcher plants (which are
totally unrelated to the tropical pitcher plants, Nepenthes, discussed above) have leaves that
die back every autumn. These leaves are also insect traps, and dead foliage can be harvested
for information on the plant’s prey. Slice open a leaf and pin it open on a dissection board.
Visitors examine the prey with a magnifying lens, and compare the leaf contents to identified
insect remains in sealed plastic magnifying boxes.

note

1. Scientists have different findings and opinions on the acid level of Nepenthes. Clark and
Kitching (1993) found an average pH of 3.5 among 6 species of pitcher plants, but they
propose that this might not accurately reflect conditions in the wild. Juniper (1989) reports
that N. maxima pitcher juice starts at a pH of 7.0 when it first opens, and drops to 2.5 over
time. However, Phillips and Lamb (1996) report that N. villosa pitchers open at a pH of 2 or
3 and transition to a pH of around 6 after five months of being open.
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How Do Pitcher Plants Digest Insects?

Exhibit Label

Digesting insects
How pitcher plants do it
Bugs fall in but can’t get out
These plants trap insects in their pitchers,
where a digestive liquid awaits the
unlucky victims.

Digestive juices break
down prey
Pitchers hold a
mixture of water and
digestive liquids. The
acid levels in pitchers
can come close to
the levels in our own
stomachs.

Glands release
enzymes and
absorb nutrients.

Nepenthes cross-section

2
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Pollen on the Move

Cost: ~$5,200, not including furniture
Maintenance needed: Medium

Big picture
Pollen is a key component of flowering plant reproduction. Flowers often
have very prominent anthers (the pollen-producing organs), so the pollen can
be transported to other flowers by the wind or by passing animals. Visitors
are given the task of using a paintbrush to collect pollen and move it between
flowers. This activity replicates not only the path of pollen in nature, but also
the work of botanists and horticulturists who hand-pollinate plants in
conservation and hybridization efforts. Videoscopes on flexible mounts
enable visitors to zoom in on flower parts on a table-mounted video screen,
facilitating group discussion about the flower parts.

3
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Pollen on the move

3

What do visitors do? Visitors closely examine flowers to locate the male and female parts.

They use a flexible video microscope (flex-scope) to frame zoomed-in images of the flowers
on a monitor so they and their companions can see more closely. Visitors collect the pollen
from one flower and move it to the pistil of another, using small paintbrushes.
•

Reinforcing the concept. A labeled diagram of the parts of a flower is displayed on the

table. The identity of these flower parts is reinforced by inviting visitors to find, collect, and
transfer the pollen among several different kinds of flowers. The aesthetic element of
composing the image on the video screen brings in a new layer of appreciation of flower
anatomy. The area around this exhibit is abloom with splendid flowers, encouraging visitors
to continue looking for pollen beyond the boundaries of this exhibit.
•

Educational goals: Visitors learn pollen’s role in plant reproduction. They identify the

location of pollen in several flowers, and identify male and female parts of the flowers. The
skill of focusing a microscope is also practiced at this exhibit.

Setting up electronics:
•

The Ken-a-Vision equipment is pretty straightforward, but consult with a professional
electrician if your staff does not have experience setting up electronic equipment in
potentially wet environments.

Advice:
•

Daily maintenance: Replace any wilted flowers in exhibit, refill vases with water. Make sure
video equipment is running correctly.

•

Periodic maintenance: Replace any paintbrushes that are missing or worn out.

•

Stargazer lily pollen is prominent and colorful. However, it will stain clothing! Some florists
trim the anthers off the open flowers before they sell them, but this defeats our educational
purpose here. Purchase these flowers as un-opened buds if you want to be sure to get the
anthers intact. Warn visitors about staining risk.

•

Use a variety of flowers to keep it interesting. Don’t be afraid to put a few flowers with
unusual structures in the mix—visitors enjoy a little challenge!

•

Visitors can’t resist using the flex-scope to look at more than just the flowers. Don’t be
surprised if you find folks trying to examine their ears or nostrils.

23
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Variants:

•

Looking at different kinds of pollen under a high-powered microscope is a great additional
activity—you can often distinguish rice-like grains. Look for scanning electron microscope
images of pollen that you can display for an even closer view of pollen structures.

•

Highlight some important pollinators that visit certain flowers (bees, birds, moths, bats). Point
out any special plant structures that are tailored to deposit pollen on these animals.

Related Exhibits:

•

Leaf Textures (using flex-scopes): Visitors use flex-scopes to examine the textures of a variety
of leaves. Nearby labels help them identify the botanical name for the particular textures.

•

Carnivorous Plant Station (using flex-scopes): At this facilitated station, visitors use flex-scopes
to look at the structures of carnivorous plants. Depending on the time of year, visitors trigger
the trap mechanism of Venus flytraps, or search through the dessicated bodies of insects in a
Sarracenia pitcher plant with the help of a trained volunteer.

•

Flower Dissection Station (identifying flower parts): At this facilitated station (where activity is
guided by a trained volunteer or staff member), visitors dissect flowers, identify the parts, and
look at them under a microscope.
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Exhibit Label

Pollen
on the move
Look for pollen on these flowers
From flower to flower
The male parts of flowers make thousands
and thousands of tiny pollen grains. New
seeds grow when this pollen is carried by
wind, water, or animals to the female parts
of the same kind of flower.

3
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Leaves Are Full of Holes

Cost: ~$7,360, not including furniture
Maintenance needed: Medium

Big picture
Photosynthesis is the process by which plants convert sunlight into chemical
energy that they use to grow. Part of this process is an exchange of gases:
plants take in CO2 and release O2. In most plants, gas exchange takes place
through tiny openings in the leaves called stomata (singular = stoma). By
viewing these tiny structures under a high-powered microscope, visitors see
tangible evidence of the largely invisible process of photosynthesis,
highlighting one of the lesser-known functions of leaves.

4
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What do visitors do? Visitors look through a microscope to see the stomata of a zebrina

leaf. They have control over the fine focus knob as well as being able to turn on the light
under the specimen. The image within the microscope is projected on a nearby waterproof
video monitor, enabling visitors to share what they are seeing with their companions.
Visitors can also use a magnifying lens to examine live leaves of the zebrina plant for traces
of the structures they saw under the microscope.
•	Reinforcing the concept: The stomata are visible under the microscope, on the video
monitor, in and labeled photographs on the exhibit table. The zebrina plants that visitors
examine under the microscope are growing on the table (where they can be examined
with a magnifying lens) as well as in the planter beds that surround the table. A fresh leaf
with a chunk cut out of it is tucked into the microscope case, to help make the connection
between the cells on view under the scope and the living leaves of the plant itself.
•	Educational goals: Visitors learn that plants bring CO2 into their leaves and expel O2 from
their leaves via tiny pores called stomata. They use the labeled diagrams to identify the
structures they are seeing. Visitors also practice looking through the microscopes and
operating the focus knob.

Setting up microscope and video screen
•

Consider hiring professional electrician and/or microscope technician if your staff doesn’t
have relevant experience.

Preparing the slides
•

Pick a fresh, healthy leaf from the zebrina plant. Thinner leaves are good, since they
transmit light a little better than thicker leaves. (Stomata are most clearly visible when
viewed with bottom light.)

•

Cut an approximately ¼ inch square out of the leaf. Place this leaf square in the dimple of
the concavity slide, cover with a few drops of water, and top with a cover slip.
➤ If the cut piece of leaf is too small, too much light will come through the slide to the
lens and the image won’t look distinct.
➤ If the cut piece of leaf is too big, it won’t tuck nicely into the slide concavity and will
make it hard to put the cover slip on. Experiment until you get the hang of it.
➤ Try to avoid getting large air bubbles into the slide.

•

Seal the water into the slide by dipping a toothpick in petroleum jelly, then carefully
applying the jelly to the edges of where the coverslip meets the slide itself. This will slow
the evaporation of water and keep the leaf sample fresh longer.

29
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Advice:

•

Daily maintenance: Make a new slide each morning. Check that electrical equipment is
working, clean microscope eyepiece, clean smudges off the plexi case.

•

Periodic maintenance: Clean smudges off monitor, occasionally replace bulb in microscope.

•

On especially hot days, the leaf sample in the slide might “cook” and lose structure/pigment.
When greenhouse temperatures reach 90º F and higher, you might need to make a fresh slide
partway through the afternoon.

•

If visitors consistently turn the fine focus knob way out of focus, consider having staff just set
the focus at the beginning of the day and taking away focus knobs from the visitor side of the
microscope box.

•

Tradescantia zebrina grows easily, even prolifically, from cuttings. Single leaves can root and
sprout vines that will spread across its whole planter bed, in time. This is useful because it
gives you plenty of leaves to choose from when preparing slides. The plants are also quite
pretty—the foliage color is quite striking.

•

The sap in the leaves of Tradescantia zebrina has the potential to be a skin irritant. Our staff
hasn’t had any problems, though.

•

We have the microscope light set up so it turns on when you push a button on the table. The
light stays on for about 10 seconds, then automatically turns back off. This saves energy and
prevents the slide specimen from “cooking” over a constantly glowing lightbulb.

Variants:

•

Many other plants have leaves with visible stomata. The color pattern in zebrina leaves makes
their stomata especially easy to find, but comparing and contrasting with other leaves can be
interesting too.

•

You could save money by omitting the camera and video monitor, and instead focusing just
on the microscope itself.

Related Exhibits:

•

Algae Indentification (use of microscopes): Three kinds of algae are on display under
microscopes, so visitors can see the tiny details of their structures. Vials of live algae
accompany each microscope so that folks can understand the scale of these tiny organisms.

•

Tree Rings (use of miscroscopes): Extremely thin slices of a tree trunk in cross-section are on
display under a microscope. This is a nice way to show xylem cells and connect that with the
process of water and nutrient transport in stems.

•

Bromeliad Trichomes (use of microscopes): The leaf of a live bromeliad is placed under the
microscope, and folks can see the silvery disks of the trichomes that the plant uses to absorb
water through its leaves. Great way to highlight adaptations that epiphytic plants use to
make it possible to live on the branches of trees.
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Exhibit Label

Leaves are
full of holes
Doorways for water and air
All leafy plants around you have stomata
Stomata are tiny pores on the undersides of
leaves. They open and close to let oxygen, water
vapor, and carbon dioxide gases in and out.
Without stomata, plants couldn’t get these gases
they use in photosynthesis to make their own
food.

4
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Seeds that Travel with Animals

Cost: ~$7,460, not including furniture
Maintenance needed: Medium to low

Big picture
Seeds are designed to travel away from their parent plants, so they don’t
have to compete for resources. This exhibit examines the structures of seeds
that travel by grabbing onto the fur of passing animals.
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What do visitors do? Visitors scoop dry samples of these “hitchhiking” seeds from a bin and

apply them to fabric and animal fur. Then they try to pick the seeds out to see how well they
stick. Visitors also examine the seeds under a microscope to see the structures that enable
these seeds to grab hold.
•

Reinforcing the concept: Two or more kinds of seeds are in the bin at a time, which lets

visitors compare different approaches to this common dispersal strategy. Handling the seeds
directly is a great way to experience the hooks and barbs in a tactile manner. Three kinds of
hitchhiking seeds are on display under the microscope, showcasing more examples of this
strategy. Nearby planter beds are full of plants with interesting seeds, and a collection of dry
seeds in baggies is on display (clothesline-style) behind this exhibit.
•

Educational goals: Visitors learn that seeds travel, and their specialized structures help them

travel in specific ways. Visitors also practice the skill of using a microscope.

Collecting seeds
•

Train yourself to notice—and write down—when seeds of appropriate plants are ripening in
your area. In many cases, you only have one opportunity to collect for the whole year. Collect
as many as you can while they are in season and watch for other plants that come into season
later in case you run out of one type.

•

After gathering seeds from the plant or the ground around the plant, do a rough sort to
eliminate rocks, dirt clumps, giant spiders, etc., from the plant material. If there are lots of
insects in the mix, freeze the specimens for a few days to kill them.

•

We let most of our seeds dry out a bit before putting them into long-term storage. We start
by putting the seeds in paper sandwich bags (labeled with pertinent info). The bags then sit
in a simple drying apparatus that we use for our plant presses. It’s a modified chicken-egg
incubator—an open-topped metal bin, with a strong mesh bottom under which light bulbs
glow to release dry, warm air to the specimens above. Seeds stay in the dryer from a few days
up to a week or two.

•

After drying the seeds out, store them in their paper bags inside sealed waterproof
containers. Lidded plastic bins work fine.

Advice:

•

Daily maintenance: Clean the eyepieces of the microscope. Check to see if seed tray needs
refilling.

•

Periodic maintenance: Collect seeds when they ripen. Plan to collect a lot so you don’t run out
before they are ripe again! Keep eyes out for additional seeds that would work for this
exhibit.

•

If you are using seeds from noxious weeds, be sure to contain them so they don’t spread into
the rest of your planter beds.
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•

Seeds do wear out with repeated handling—the barbs and hooks rub off so they don’t stick
anymore. Collect enough to have backups!

•

There are some really spectacular hitchhiking seeds out there, such as devil’s claw pods
(Proboscidea lousisianica) and the astonishing Uncarina grandidieri. Consider having these on
display in sealed boxes near the exhibit, so folks can admire them without injuring themselves
on the super-sized barbs!

•

Animal pelts have the potential to raise ethical and emotional issues with staff and visitors.
We experimented initially with fake fur, but the texture was wrong for seeds to cling to. We
have had no complaints from visitors, but if you anticipate problems, focus on humans as seed
vectors and use swatches of socks, blankets, and sweaters instead of animal fur.

•

An additional downside to animal fur is that it can distract from the plants! Some children
simply pause to pet the soft fur, and then move on without even noticing the seeds.

Variants:

•

If you have a weedy plot nearby, consider a facilitated program where vistors put large socks
on over the tops of their shoes and see what seeds they can collect by walking around.

•

You could install a floor-level mirror next to this exhibit (similar to the mirrors at shoe stores)
to let people investigate their own socks for hitchhikers.

•

Consider making overt connections to how invasive plants spread, if habitat protection fits
with your educational goals.

Related Exhibits:

•

Touch Basket of Seeds (manipulating dry seeds by hand): A variety of seeds & seed pods are
set out in baskets or recessed table nooks for visitors to handle and examine. Seeds are
chosen to be user-friendly: not poisonous, not easily broken, but easily replaced when they do
wear out. Contrasts are emphasized (large coconuts with tiny orchid seeds) as well as featur
ing common seeds and pods that folks see on the grounds of the garden or on local street
trees. Illustrated labels point out which structures are the seeds themselves, how the other
structures facilitate dispersal, and give information on the plant of origin.

•

Smell Bowls (manipulating dry leaves and flowers by hand): Dry leaves and flowers from
fragrant garden plants are placed in large, colorful bowls. Visitors are invited to touch and
smell the plant materials. Labels identify the plants of origin, and mention the different
strategies that would induce a plant to produce fragrant foliage and flower parts.
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Exhibit Label

Hooks, barbs,
and fur
Seeds travel with animals
Catching a ride
Seeds that have hooks or sticky hairs are likely
to grab onto a passing animal. The seeds may
then be carried to new places to grow.
Find the structures on the seeds that help
them stick.

5
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2"
1"

Seed Host Rack
110°

perf. metal
tray.

1/4"acrylic sides.
14 1/2"

115°

135°

bolt hole

2"
5"

7"

section at CL

fold 1/4"
acrylic into shape.

3"=1'-0"

-sandblast clear acrylic
after box is constructed.
-drill six 3/8" holes in bottom
to bolt box to table top.

1 1/2"

48"

10"

left side
- foldall 4 edges
and tack weld inside corners
to make tray.

A

label

label

label

label

pelt
(cut into
7" square)

pelt
(cut into
7" square)

pelt
(cut into
7" square)

sock
(mount
onto panel)

bolt pelts to perf metal.
use hard rubber washers.

perf. metal tray
-use 16 gauge stainless steel
perforated sheet metal w/
staggered 3/16" holes
on 3/8" centers.
48 1/2"

perf. metal tray
bolted to inside of box.

A

perf. metal with
pelts.

sandblasted
acrylic box.
2"

left side

bolt
holes.

front elevation 1 1/2"=1'-0"
see section for details.

bolt
holes.

2"
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Spices from the Rain Forest

Cost: ~$5,600 including custom table
Maintenance needed: Low to medium

Big Picture
Common kitchen spices often come from exotic tropical plants. This exhibit is
located on the edge of a bed full of rain forest plants that produce spice and
food products: coffee trees, vanilla orchids, cinnamon trees, cocoa trees.
Visitors make the connection between the greenery and their own culinary
experiences via smell-jars full of essential oils from each plant. Illustrations of
the live plants help visitors track down which plant in the bed matches each
spice. Samples of the specific plant parts that are dried and made into the
food product are also on hand to reinforce the link between the rain forest
and the kitchen.
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What do visitors do? Visitors smell samples of these spices from smell-bottles mounted to

the tables. They can treat this exhibit as a guessing game, lifting the clue panels to see if their
guess about the smell’s identity was correct, or they can start off by looking at the plant parts
and illustrations and then try the smell.
•

Reinforcing the concept: Visitors smell four different spices at the exhibit tables, and they

also read short description of the spice, see the real plants and their dried spicy bits, and look
at the illustrations. Other familiar spice plants are growing in the beds as well, such as allspice
and black pepper.
•

Educational goals: Visitors connect unusual rain forest plants with elements of our everyday
lives, and contemplate the commercial uses of plants.

Setting up smell bottles
•

Drill six holes in the lid of each Nalgene bottle. (Holes should be roughly 1/8 inch diameter.)

•

Put about 3 drops of each plant’s essence onto separate cotton balls. Each cotton ball goes
into a its own smell bottle.

Setting up hinged label displays
•

The top of each hinged panel has an image of the plant itself, plus a hint to help visitors guess
while they are smelling.

•

Under the hinged panel is an image of the plant with the spice producing element
highlighted. A clear, Plexiglas box under the lid displays the raw spice material itself (bark,
bean, seed, etc).

•

See construction diagram for full details.

Advice:

•

Daily maintenance: Check smells to make sure the scents are still clear. Spice scents last a fairly
long time even in greenhouse conditions, but they do need to be refreshed every so often.

•

Display boxes of dried plant parts can easily get moldy and disgusting if any water seeps in.
The lift-door part of the design is doubling as an “umbrella” to keep the irrigation water out
of the box! You may want to put a tarp or spare tire cover over this exhibit while watering the
plants in the bed if you discover mold problems.

Variants:

•

Experiment with other tropical spices, or spices from different climates.
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Related Exhibits:

•

Pollinators and their Favorite Smells (smelling activity): Visitors smell three types of flowers:
sweet, fruity, and stinky (carrion-like). They then match the flower with the pollinator it is
trying to attract, based on the smell: a fly, a bee, or a bat.

•

Victoria Pollination (smell jars): This table-mounted book goes through the intricate
process of pollination for the giant tropical water lily, Victoria amazonica, step-by-step. A
smell bottle is attached to the table to allow folks to experience what the pineapple-like
smell of the flowers.

•

Amorphophallus Field Guide (smell jars): Another mounted book, this time an overview of
the titan arum and its relatives that are planted in the display bed. A smell bottle
reproduces the stink of the titan arum for visitors who are lucky enough to miss its bloom!
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Construction & Assembly
6. SPICES FROM THE RAIN FOREST
ITEM

AMOUNT

DETAILS

COST

Plants
Spice plants

1 each

• Cinnamon tree (Cinammomun
zeylanicum)
• Vanilla orchid (Vanilla planifolia)
• Chocolate tree (Theobroma cacao)
• Coffee tree (Coffea arabica)

• Cinnamon: $35-$65 each
depending on size
• Vanilla: $15-$20 each
• Chocolate: $25-$50 each
• Coffee: $25-$50 each

Equipment
Smell bottles

4

Nalgene brand. High-density
Polyethylene Wide-mouthed bottles. 250
ml. Available through
www.carolina.com.
• Cinnamon sticks are available in the
spice section of grocery stores
• Vanilla bean pods are available at
gourmet grocery stores
• Chocolate seeds (“cocoa beans”) are
available online through specialty
stores and organic/raw food sites
• Coffee seeds (“coffee beans”) are
available at coffee shops and grocery
stores

$1.40 each

We’re using hinged labels that reveal
inset plexi view-boxes. View boxes and
smell jars are built into custom minitables. See construction drawings for
details.
(Simplifying the design could save
significant costs.)

Custom fabricated elements:
• View boxes hinged top:
$1,500
• Stainless steel cages to
attach smell bottles to table:
$800
• Custom-fabricated minitable with components built
in: $3,000

• Cinnamon: Oshadhi brand Cinnamon
bark 100% essential oil. See
www.oshadhi.co.uk
• Vanilla: Oshadhi Vanilla extract
• Chocolate: Nature’s Flavors brand
Chocolate Flavor Oil. See
www.naturesflavors.com
• Coffee: Nature’s Flavors brand Coffee
Flavor Oil
Standard drugstore variety

• Cinnamon: $21 for 5 mL

Dried spice plant
parts

Hinged label
displays

Supplies
Spice scents

Cotton balls

• Cinnamon:
3 sticks
• Vanilla: 2
beans
• Chocolate:
about 10
seeds
• Coffee:
about 20
seeds
4

1 small bottle
per spice
essence

1 per bottle (as
needed)

• Cinnamon sticks: $6 per .75
oz bottle
• Vanilla beans: $12 for 5
• Cocoa beans: $13-$18 per
pound
• Coffee beans: $8 for 12 oz

• Vanilla: $25.90 for 5 mL
• Chocolate: $5.99 per 1 oz
• Coffee: $5.99 per 1 oz

$2.50 for a bag of 200
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Exhibit Label

Clue:

Clue:

The seeds from these large pods are
made into a very popular sweet.

Seeds from these red berries are roasted
and ground up to make a hot drink.

Cocoa

Coffee

Theobroma cacao

Coffea arabica

Cocoa seeds are dried, roasted, and turned into
cocoa powder and cocoa butter for making
chocolate.

Coffee beans are seeds from inside coffee berries.
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Smell Bottle

6

Drill and/or tap as necessary
to match existing hole locations
in exhibits.

Stainless Steel
Plate

tabletop

tap one
hole

squeeze bottle

Cut openings into
2 1/2" Schedule 40
Stainless Steel Pipe
(McMaster-Carr
Part# 44635K645)
weld to top plate.

Insert machine screw to hold
squeeze bottle in place.
Drill front and back of pipe
for 1/4-20 x 3" stainless steel
pan head philips machine screw.
Tap back hole only.

side view with bottle
not to scale
perspective
Make 4 for "Spices of the Rain Forest"
Make 1 for "Victoria Pollination"
Make 1 for "Amorphaphallus Field Guide"

7/8"
1/8"

4"
2"

2"

4 3/8"

R 1 1/2"

4 3/4"

R 1 1/4"

1 1/2"

front

top

4"
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1"
3/4"

Flip Door with Flex-Fold HInge

9"

7"
6 1/4"

side

side

part A

part B

Notes:
- make 4
- use 1/8" clear acrylic for part A.
- use 1/16" clear acrylic for part B.
- polish all edges.
- make folds tight as possible to hold
sheets of paper..

8"

1 1/2"

drill 1/4" holes
to secure to table top.

1/2"
radius
1/4" hole

1/2"
part A

ﬂex-fold 2
hinge. glue to
part A & B.

part B

Ø 1 1/4"

front elevation

soft plastic
pads glued to
back of part A.

side
1/8" sandblasted orange
ﬂuorescent acrylic disk. glue
to part B.
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Flip Door with Neoprine Hinge

1/8" neoprene
gasket material
screw posts

graphic panel

front elevation
ﬂip book with neoprene hinge

side

6
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Carnivorous Plants

Cost: ~$3,986 not including furniture
Maintenance needed: Low to medium

Big picture
A number of unrelated plants have evolved to be carnivorous, largely in
response to growing in environments that have low levels of nutrients in the
soil. Each kind of carnivorous plant has its own mechanisms for attracting,
trapping, and digesting insects. This exhibit invites visitors to examine
carnivorous plants up close, guiding their exploration of the live plants with
diagrams that explain the various trapping methods.

7
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What do visitors do? Visitors open the door of the hinged drawings that explain the

trapping methods of each plant. After looking at the images and descriptions, they use
magnifying lenses to examine the structures of the live plants on the tables.
•

Reinforcing the concept: Being able to look both at the drawings and live plants helps the

structures sink in. Touching the plants to feel the different trapping surfaces (oily, smooth,
or adhesive for example) helps drive home the function of these structures. In addition,
comparing multiple specimens of carnivorous plants reinforces the overall idea of carnivory
as well as revealing the diversity of the plants that have adopted these strategies.
•

Educational goals: Visitors learn that carnivorous plants lure, trap, and digest insects in
different ways. They recognize specialized structures and learn how these help the plant to be
an efficient carnivore.

Making images of visible and hidden plant parts
•

Our display uses two images per label—one that shows the outside of the plant (what visitors
will see at first glance), and one that reveals the hidden parts of the plant (internal structures,
underground structures, or movements that happen over time). We use illustrations, but you
could also use photos or combination of drawings and photography.

•

Decide how you want the plant to “open up.”
➤ Hollow plant structures, such as in Nepenthes, Heliamphora, and Sarracenia, can open at
the natural midline seam to reveal a cross-section.
➤ Utricularia plants have underground traps, so set up the panel to reveal what is happening
below ground.
➤ Plants whose leaves move, such as Drosera and Pinguicula, can “open” to reveal different
stages of leaf movement.
➤ Flytraps are already shaped like books that open and shut!

•

Prepare detailed image of the outside of the plant, and of the different structures and
processes revealed by opening the panel. Make sure the details are clear and engaging. Play
up the dead bugs! Include concise explanatory text.

•

Print images on card-stock paper and decide the best layout for the images. Exterior halves of
the plant should line up precisely, and the space under the panel should be full of exciting
details. Modify images as necessary. Use these mock-ups to guide the final design of the
hinged exhibit panels. Laminated cards will work in place of more permanent graphics (such
as iZone or vinyl-wrapped Sintra), they’ll just need to be changed more often as they wear.
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Advice:

•

Daily maintenance includes wiping down the exhibit panels to discourage mold, and checking
the health of the plants.

•

Periodic maintenance includes rotating specimens on display so that no one plant gets handled
by the public for too long. Have a small stock of duplicates of each plant specimen.

•

Wire tethers on magnifying lenses can get tangled up with use. If theft or loss isn’t an issue at
your site, consider leaving the magnifiers loose on the table.

•

In greenhouse environments, algae can grow in hinges of the label panels. If vinyl-wrapped
Sintra surfaces get nicked or scratched, algae will also grow in these spots. Either be very
meticulous about cleaning, or be prepared to make the algae growth into an experiment of its
own!

•

If plants are too far away from front edge of table, children will use the magnifiers to look at
the graphics of the label instead. Double-check plant placement to ensure that all visitors can
really examine the plants themselves.

•

Carnivorous plants need specific conditions to grow: most prefer waterlogged soils, and most
do much better in distilled water than in tap water. See the FAQ section of the International
Carnivorous Plant Society website, www.carnivorousplants.org, or read The Savage Garden by
Peter D’Amato for excellent details on how to grow the species that have caught your eye.

Variants:

•

Details of plant parts could be shown on a single labeled image, instead of hiding the details
behind a hinged panel.

•

If humidity is not an issue, experiment with other materials for panels.

•

If your budget allows it, try custom die-cut shapes for the edges of the top panel.

•

Experiment with other kinds of subject matter. Cross-sections could reveal pollinators deep in
the hearts of flowers, or roots spreading underground, etc.

Related Exhibits:

•

What’s Inside a Bromeliad?(hinged diagrams with surprises inside): This flip-open label is a
top-down view of a bromeliad plant. Individual leaves are sewn from waterproof vinyl cloth
and fed through thin slots in the base of a vinyl-wrapped Sintra panel. Lifting each leaf reveals
a creature (either an animal or a smaller aquatic plant) known to inhabit bromeliads, with a
short explanation of the co-evolutionary benefits of the interaction on the underside of the
leaf. Large bromeliad specimens growing all around this display invite visitors to peek into the
pools at the bases of the real leaves for traces of life!
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Exhibit Label

Plants that
trap insects

Leaves are covered
with tiny “hairs.”

Butterwort
Pinguicula species

Each “hair” is a
gland on a stalk.
The glands make a
sticky glue.

Tiny insects get
stuck, and are
smothered by
Leaf edges curl up to keep
nutrient-rich liquid from
dripping off the edges.

the sticky glue.

7
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Bog Cross Section

Cost: ~$700
Maintenance needed: Low

Big picture
Bog habitats are their gooshy, squishy selves largely due to the physical
qualities of Spahgnum moss. The leaves of this moss include hollow, dead
cells that store large amounts of water, helping establish bogs as waterlogged
environments. (Bogs can be up to 90% water, with only 10% solid material!)
Spahgnum also acidifies the area that it grows in, preventing dead plant
material from breaking down. This undecomposed plant matter builds up in
layers called peat. Below the peat, layers of sand form the bottom of the bog.
All bogs have thick layers of peat and living sphagnum. This exhibit shows a
simplified cross-section of a bog.
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Bog Cross Section
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What do visitors do? Visitors look through the glass at the different layers of the bog

materials. They can gently touch the top layer in order to feel the squishiness of the
waterlogged habitat.
•

Reinforcing the concept: The layers of material are visually distinct from each other, and they
are labeled with their names and a little info about what makes up the layer. Surrounding
planting beds in the gallery are filled with plants from bogs from the southeast United States.

•

Educational goals: Visitors learn the ingredients that make up a bog, and how sphagnum

moss is crucial to a bog’s formation.

Setting up the tank
•

Clean the inside of tank, and rinse to remove traces of cleaning agents.

•

Set up empty tank in final exhibit location. Tank will be very heavy when full, so chose the final
location and set it up on its sturdy stand before you fill it!

Setting up the mini-bog
•

Individual bogs vary in composition, depending on factors such as their location and age.
General guidelines are below for a 24-inch tall tank. Adjust as necessary for your exhibit.

•

Add the sand to the bottom of the tank until it is 4 inches deep.
➤ Mix up three (or more) batches of a sand/peat combo. One should have more sand than
peat, one should have an equal balance of peat and sand, one should have more peat than
sand. Layer these into the tank so it creates a nice graded transition. These layers of peaty
sand should fill 2 more inches of the tank.
➤	Add 15 inches of milled peat on top of the peaty sand layers.
➤	Lay a mat of dry long-grain sphagnum moss on top of the peat, perhaps an inch deep.
When it has established itself in the wet bog environment, the moss will turn fresh and
green again. (This will take a month or more.)
➤ Check that you are satisfied with the layers in the tank. If everything looks good, start
gently pouring buckets of distilled water into the tank. Continue adding water until the
contents are entirely saturated, from top to bottom. The water will raise the contents
nearer to the top of the tank.
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Advice:

•

Daily maintenance: Clean any smudges off exterior of glass.

•

Periodic maintenance: If it’s starting to dry out, pour more pure water into the tank.

•

Sphagnum moss will eventually start growing over the lip of the tank, but it’s a nice look.  

•

Algae may grow along the inner surfaces of the tank, but it looks interesting so we see it as a
perk.

•

Living sphagnum moss can carry a fungus that causes a rare infection called cutaneous
sporotrichosis. If you’re concerned about visitors being exposed to this fungus, discourage them
from touching the moss directly. You can put a clear or mesh lid over the tank, or provide
gloves that they can use to poke at the bog.

Variants:

•

Install a raised planter bed full of bog plants, and build this cross-section into the side of the
planter bed.

•

For a children’s program, have kids make their own mini-bogs in a clear plastic tumbler. They
could grow a small carnivorous plant, such as a flytrap or sundew, in the top.

Related Exhibits:

•

How Do Bogs Stay Wet? (Sphagnum moss info): Two identical baskets with the same dry weight
of sphagnum moss sit next to a waterproof scale. Visitors weigh the dry basket, then dunk the
other basket in water and compare the weights to see how much water the moss can really
retain in its leaves.

•

What Roots Grow Here? (Transparent planters): Clear, narrow planters host common root
vegetables like radishes, carrots, yams, etc. Some common houseplants with good roots, such as
spider plant (Chlorophytum comosum), also work well. Opaque black doors on hinges hide the
roots from sunlight (and attendant algae growth). Visitors open doors to see labeled roots
growing underground. Plan to periodically replace the root veggies, since they have relatively
short life spans even under ideal conditions.

•

Life in the Water (transparent planter, in the form of a glass-walled pond): Aquatic plants, from
giant tropical water lilies (Victoria amazonica) to the humble Elodea, grow in a pond with a
clear acrylic panel built into one wall. A waterproof video camera is placed in the pond as well,
and visitors can rotate and zoom the camera using a joystick on a nearby table. The images
from the camera are displayed on a waterproof video screen.
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Bog Cross Section

Layers of a bog
Living sphagnum moss
• typically 1 to 3 inches ( 2.5 to 7.6 cm)
deep
• plants that can survive in highly
acidic water grow in this layer

Peat
• typically 4 to 20 feet (1.2 to 6 meters)
deep
• made up of dead moss and other
dead plant material that can build up
for millions of years

Peaty sand
• between the peat and sand layers,
the two mix together

Sand
• bottom layer of most coastal bogs

8
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Leaf Quilt

Cost: ~$3,083, including custom clothesline display
Maintenance needed: Low

Big picture
Leaves come in a wide variety of shapes. This fact is of botanical interest since
leaf shape can reflect adaptations to a plant’s habitat. Leaf shape can also
help people identify plants, and it has aesthetic interest as well. This playful,
open-ended exhibit introduces visitors to the diversity of leaf shape by having
them interact with laminated leaf specimens.

9
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Leaf Quilt

9

What do visitors do? Baskets of pressed, laminated leaves hang on a display rack that is

similar to a clothesline—multiple horizontal wires that are dotted with clothespins. Visitors
pick through the baskets to find leaves that catch their eye. Labels encourage them to hang
the leaves on the display rack in their own patterns—sorting by shape, size, color, or simply
whim.
•

Reinforcing the concept: Mixed in with the laminated leaves are laminated cards that have

simple silhouettes of major leaf shapes, with the name identified. Visitors can use these cards
to help categorize the leaves if they like. Live plants growing in adjacent beds also have
interesting leaf shapes.
•

Educational goals: Visitors practice skills of comparison and classification. They tune into

the diversity of leaf shape and margin patterns. They are also exposed to some botanical
vocabulary that describes leaf shapes.

Making the leaf cards
•

Collect leaves of different shapes. Use a plant press to get the leaves perfectly dry and flat—
this will take from a few days to a week, depending on the thickness of the leaves. Collect
multiple samples of the same kinds of leaf, in case one wrinkles or molds while in the press

•

Laminate the dry leaves, using a piece of tissue paper behind each leaf to prevent unsightly
bubbles from forming in the otherwise empty areas of plastic. Leave at least 1/8 inch of
margin around all the edges of the card so the plastic gets a good seal to itself and becomes
truly water-tight. Round off all four corners when trimming each card to avoid the risk of
sharp plastic corners.

•

Laminate additional cards that show simplified silhouettes of some of the major leaf-shape
categories, labeled with the name of the leaf shape. Make laminated cards with directions
for the activity as well (simply, “Hang the leaves in your own patterns.”).

Advice:

•

Daily Maintenance: Start each day with just a few leaves hung on the clothespins, to give
visitors the idea. On high-traffic days, periodically move most of the leaves back to their
baskets so that new groups of people can do the activity fresh.

•

Periodic Maintenance: Leaves fade with time and exposure to sunlight. Be prepared to make
new cards a few times a year.

•

To keep clothespins from disappearing, string the cable through the center of their round
spring sections as you are setting up the display.

•

Clothespins do occasionally come to pieces, when the shafts work their way out of the
springs. We glued the springs into the shafts to slow that process down.

•

Vary the leaf types by season. Why not laminate a selection of different evergreen pine
needles for the winter? Or colorful autumn leaves in the fall?
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Leaf Quilt

9

Variants:

•

Experiment with other kinds of clips and string/cables that are appropriate for your humidity
and sunlight levels.

•

Thread string or cable between existing vertical support elements: columns in a building,
doorframes, trunks of trees…

•

Do this activity with pressed flowers instead of leaves.

•

Designate specific areas of the display rack to hang certain types of leaves, to put more
emphasis on categorization skills.

Related Exhibits:

•

Hundreds of Greens (arranging laminated cards in patterns): Laminate different shades of
green card stock. Weave a wire with clips through a bed of plants, and let visitors try to
match the colors with the leaves.
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Exhibit Label

Hang the leaves

Hang the leaves

in your own

in your own

patterns

patterns

Hang the leaves

Hang the leaves

in your own

in your own

patterns

patterns

9
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Seeds that Ride the Wind

Cost: ~$35,000
Maintenance needed: Low

Big picture
Seeds need to move away from their parent plants in order to decrease
competition for resources. This exhibit focuses on seeds that use wind as a
dispersal method. We focus on three broad categories of wind-dispersed
seeds: “flutterers” (small, two-winged seeds that flutter as they fall);
“parachutes” (seeds like dandelions, with a canopy of fibers that catch the
wind); and “helicopters” (one-winged seeds that have a distinct twirling
motion when they fall).
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What do visitors do? The exhibit features tall acrylic tubes. Inside each tube are specimens

of one type of wind-dispersed seeds. Visitors send the seeds flying by turning cranks or
pulling lever that operate fans, which creates air currents. The wind pushes the seeds to the
top of the tube, and the seeds drift, flutter, or spin back down once the air stops. This activity
often turns into a “race” between seeds!
•

Reinforcing the concept. Three types of wind-blown seeds are on exhibit, each of which

operates in a distinct way. These categories make it fairly easy to draw parallels to other
familiar windblown seeds from a visitor’s experience. Illustrations of the seeds show details of
the seed structures.
•

Educational goals: Visitors learn that seeds move, and that their structures help them do so

in specific ways.

Collecting seeds
•

Train yourself to notice—and write down—when seeds of appropriate plants are ripening in
your area. In many cases, you only have one opportunity to collect for the whole year. Even if
you only need a handful on exhibit at a time, collect a bag or two of each seed type just in
case.

•

After gathering seeds from the plant or the ground around the plant, do a rough sort to
eliminate rocks, dirt clumps, giant spiders, etc., from the plant material. You can put the seeds
in the freezer for a few days to kill off any remaining arthropods.

•

We let most of our seeds dry out a bit before putting them into long-term storage. We start
by putting the seeds in paper sandwich bags (labeled with pertinent info). The bags then sit
in a simple drying apparatus that we use for our plant presses. It’s a modified chicken-egg
incubator—an open-topped metal bin, with a strong mesh bottom under which light bulbs
glow to release dry, warm air to the specimens above. Seeds stay in the dryer from a few days
up to a week or two.

•

After drying the seeds out, store them in their paper bags inside sealed waterproof
containers. Lidded plastic bins work fine.

Setting up seed tubes
•

Set fluttering and parachute seeds loosely into the base of the respective tubes. When visitors
crank the handle, the wind they generate moves the seeds up directly, and when the wind
stops the seeds drift back down.

•

Winged seeds are trickier. They are designed to spin as they fall to the ground from above,
and are generally too heavy for the wind to blow them upward. We’ve taken very large
winged seeds from the Tipuana tipu tree and carefully drilled tiny holes through the thickest
part of the seed. (Experiment with this a little, since the drill hole affects the balance of the
seed and ultimately its ability to move.) We then inserted a narrow metal sleeve into this drill
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Seeds that Ride the Wind

hole, and strung metal wire through the sheath. The wires are strung, guitar-like, vertically
up the inside of the tube. With the seed thus “impaled,” a strong gust of wind from below
lets each seed spin its way upward up the length of the wire. They then twirl back down the
wire when the wind stops.

Advice:

•

Daily maintenance: Make sure the components of the wind devices are functioning properly.
Dust or de-smudge the tubes themselves, and check to see if the seeds are damaged or stuck
in the mesh at the tops of the tubes.

•

Periodic maintenance: Wipe down the inside of the tubes if dust has built up there, and
replace any seeds that are too battered to fly. Parachute seeds sometimes clump together,
but it’s OK to let them fly in a clump.

•

If the wires strung through the winged seeds get gunky, drilled seeds may lose their ability to
slide up and down the wire. Cleaning wire with alcohol should fix this. (Adding oil to the wire
will only encourage more dust and grit to build up in the oily areas.)

•

Children will often get caught up in the manual activity of generating wind and be less
inclined to read labels at this station. Make sure the main points on the labels are very clearly
and boldly stated so the teaching messages have a chance of getting across.
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Variants:

•

This can be done as a low-cost facilitated activity, by having children throw seeds in the air
directly (or drop them from a platform) and observe how they move.

Related Exhibits:

•

Seeds that Travel with Animals (seed dispersal concept): Visitors drop barbed seeds onto
fabric and fur swatches to see how well the seeds cling to animals in order to disperse
themselves. An adjacent microscope shows the tiny structures that make it possible for the
seeds to grab hold. See recipe 5.
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Exhibit Label

Helicopters,
flutterers, and
parachutes
Seeds that ride the wind
Riding the wind to new places
Seeds have a better chance of growing if
they travel to places with light, space, and
water. Then they don't have to compete
with their parents.

Shapes that float on air
Wind-dispersed seeds are either very tiny so
they float in the air, or have special shapes
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ConsTruCTIon dIaGraM

wind Shaft
6"

stainless steel
screen between
acrylic rings.

72"

acrylic tube and
support.
see detail A
ED-15.

acrylic tube and
support bolted through
table top.

rubber gasket.
see detail C
ED-15.

details need to be updated
ﬂywheel handle to
operate generator.

9"

cemstone

*ORDER 1 CENTAUR FORGE
HAND CRANK BLOWER TO
TEST FOR THIS MECHANISM.

use wingnuts to
secure cone to tube
for access to
seed chamber.

stainless steel perf. metal box
housing generator and blower.
discuss with ironwood.

metal cone
housing for seeds

rubber gasket
steel ring.
see detail D
ED-15.

ﬂexible steel tubing.

seed cone with
screen bottom.
see detail E
ED-15.
legs dashed
for clarity.

ﬂexible steel hose.
discuss with ironwood.

exploded iso

front elevation
tables 4 & 5

cut 6" dia. hole
in cemstone tabletop.

ironwood's special
crank and handle.

plan view

table 5 see page EF-13

plan view

table 4 see page EF-13
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Video Plantings

11

Cost: ~$8,562, not including monitor posts and plants
Maintenance needed: Low

Big picture
Plants move and grow at a different rate than animals do. (The quick motions
of Venus flytraps and sensitive mimosa plants are exceptions to the rule, of
course.) Part of the reason that many people unconsciously stop thinking of
plants and living things start classifying them as “green furniture” is because
of this difference in time frame. This exhibit shows short looping video clips
from the BBC nature documentary series, The Private Life of Plants. The clips
focus on plants in motion: some segments are time-lapse growth sequences,
others are real-time examples of plants depositing pollen or dispersing seeds.
We’ve located this exhibit near the main entrance of the exhibition in order
to set the mood for visitors as they come in—plants are up to something!
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•

What do visitors do? Visitors discover the video screens tucked into the planters and watch
the video segments.

•

Reinforcing the concept: Three of these screens are clustered near the entrance, each showing
different sequences of plant activity: seed dispersal, pollination, germination and growth.
The shrubs, vines, and short trees that frame the video screens help make the connection
between the footage and the live plants all through the conservatory. The subjects covered in
the video footage are treated in more depth at other exhibits around the conservatory.

•

Educational goals: Visitors learn that plants are active, dynamic, living organisms. Visitors also
start to expect surprises in the exhibition as a whole—finding the video screens gets them to
slow down and look more carefully for additional fun discoveries.

Setting up exhibit
•

Install DVD players in a dry, cool area. Ours are in a dry, air conditioned workspace adjacent
to the greenhouse itself, with conduit running the wires to the monitor locations. Work with
a professional electrician on this if your staff doesn’t have relevant experience.

•

Install monitors on pedestals in greenhouse planter bed. Make sure any non-waterproof
components (such as power adapters) are protected from irrigation water.

•

Plant the beds with lovely foliage. Prune as needed to keep monitors visible as plants grow in.

Advice:

•

Daily maintenance: turning power on, verifying that equipment is working, wiping
fingerprints off screens, turning power off at the end of the day.

•

Some brands of waterproof video screen are designed for nautical use, and their power
sources are only compatible with boat batteries, not normal wall outlets. Power source
adapters aren’t necessarily water-resistant!

•

Sometimes electrical equipment just gets fussy. Keep careful notes on any technical
difficulties you run into with each individual monitor, so you can make your case as relates to
warranties, etc.

Variants:

•

Old-fashioned animation techniques can be used in the place of video. Hand-held flipbooks
(a.k.a. kineographs) show motion that has a distinct starting and stopping point. Zoetropes
that spin on an axis show motion that repeats in endless loops.
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Related Exhibits:

•

Kaleidoscopes (setting the mood of discovery): Kaleidoscopes are tethered to the handrail of
the path around the upper level of the rain forest gallery. Visitors use them to playfully create
patterns out of the colors and textures of the scenery around them. This sets a mood of fun
and discovery.

•

Squish! (setting the mood of discovery): Another exhibit that sets the mood. A patch of floor
just inside the entryway of the bog gallery is made from rubberized playground material.
Feeling the floor squish beneath one’s feet helps communicate the sense of a water-saturated
bog.

•

Carnivorous Plant Videos (using videos to highlight dynamic plant activity): Clips from The
Private Life of Plants that feature carnivorous plants in action are shown alongside specimens
of the plants themselves. The real-time and time-lapse video does a great job of explaining the
trapping methods of carnivorous plants in a purely visual format.
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Appendix I

Recommended reading
Botany:

Informal education:

•

Barbour, Michael G, et al. Terrestrial Plant Ecology.
Menlo Park, CA: The Benjamin/Cummings
Publishing Company, Inc, 1987.

•

Brockman, John. Curious Minds: How a Child
Becomes a Scientist. New York: Vintage Books,
Random House, 2004.

•

Capon, Brian. Botany for Gardeners. Portland,
Oregon: Timber Press, 1990.

•

•

Capon, Brian. Plant Survival: Adapting to a Hostile
World. Portland, Oregon: Timber Press, 1994.

Dierking, Lynn D. and Wendy Pollock. Questioning
Assumptions: An Introduction to Front-End Studies
in Museums. Association of Science and Techno 
logy Centers, 1998.

•

Gliman-Lacy, Janice, and Peter B. Kaufman. Botany
Illustrated. New York: Chapman & Hall, 1984.

•

Hein, George E. Learning in the Museum. London:
Routledge, 1998.

•

Hickey, Michael, and Clive King. The Cambridge
Illustrated Glossary of Botanical Terms. Cambridge
University Press, 2000

•

McLean, Kathleen. Planning for People in Museum
Exhibitions. Association of Science and Technology
Centers, 1993.

•

Imes, Rick. The Practical Botanist. Fireside, 1991.

•

•

Overy, Angela. Sex in Your Garden. Golden,
Colorado: Fulcrum Publishing, 1997.

McLean, Kathleen and Catherine McEver. Are We
There Yet? Conversations about Best Practices in
Science Exhibition Development. The Explora
torium, 2004.

•

Proctor, Michael, et al. The Natural History of
Pollination. Portland, Oregon: Timber Press, 1996.

•

•

Raven, Peter H., et al. Biology of Plants. Worth
Publishers, 1992.

Roberts, Lisa C. From Knowledge to Narrative:
Educators and the Changing Museum. Wash
ington, DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1997.

•

Zomlefer, Wendy B. Guide to Flowering Plant
Families. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina

Exhibit design & evaluation:
•

Bruman, Raymond, and Ron Hipschman.
Exploratorium Cookbook I–III. San Francisco, CA:
Exploratorium, 1987.

•

Kennedy, Jeff. User Friendly: Hands-On Exhibits
That Work. Washington, DC: Association of Science
and Technology Centers, 1997.

•

Serrell, Beverly. Judging Exhibitions: A Framework
for Assessing Excellence. Walnut Creek, CA: Left
Coast Press, 2006.

•

Taylor, Samuel. Try It! Improving Exhibits through
Formative Evaluation. Washington, DC:Association
of Science and Technology Centers, 1991.

Press, 1994.

Horticulture & gardening:
•

Bailey, L.H. Hortus Third. New York, NY: Macmillan
General Reference, 1976.

•

Brenzel, Kathleen Norris. Sunset Western Garden
Book. Menlo Park, CA: Sunset Publishing
Corporation, 2001

•

D’Amato, Peter. The Savage Garden: Cultivating
Carnivorous Plants. Ten Speed Press: 1998

•

Kaufman, Peter B. Practical Botany. Reston,
Virginia: Reston Publishing Company, Prentice Hall,
1983

•

MacCaskey, Michael, et al. Gardening for Dummies.
Foster City, CA: IDG Books Worldwide, 1999.

Label writing:
•

Panich, Paula. Cultivating Words. Northampton,
Mass: Tryphon Press, 2005.

•

Serrell, Beverly. Exhibit Labels: An Interpretive
Approach. Walnut Creek: Alta Mira Press, 1996
(second printing 1998)
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Appendix II

Notes on growing plants
Perhaps you don’t have a lot of experience growing
plants, or perhaps your exhibit area is not the sort of
place that you would normally try to grow them. Read
through the books in the “Horticulture & Gardening”
section of the recommended reading list (Appendix I)
for a good grounding in the basics. In addition, here
are some general thoughts about what a plant needs
to grow, and how that relates to your exhibit
environment.

Light. Plants use sunlight for photosynthesis.
Different plants have adapted to different levels of
sunlight. Assess your exhibit location to see how much
light you will have before you make choices on what
plants to use. If you’re working in a windowless
exhibit hall, shade-adapted house plants are going to
be easiest to grow. You can install full-spectrum growlights to brighten up a dark area, but don’t drive
yourself nuts (and your power bill over the top) by
trying to convert a dark exhibit space into a sunny
desert climate!

Conversely, if you are working in a full-sun location
such as an outdoor garden, focus on plants that thrive
in direct sunlight. The leaves of shade-loving plants
will burn if they get too much sun. You can decrease
ambient light levels by installing shade cloth (available
in different densities to allow different amounts of
light to pass through), or by planting tall spreading
trees to create shade. Sunny indoor spaces, like
greenhouses, conservatories, and atria, can also take
advantage of shadecloth, or the opacity of the glass
itself can be altered with whitewash or adhesive
window-tinting materials.

Air. Plants absorb carbon dioxide and release oxygen
during photosynthesis. You needn’t fret over CO2
levels in your exhibit space, unless you want to control
that as a variable in an experiment in your exhibits.
However, the amount of airflow in your location is an
important consideration. Besides ensuring a fresh
supply of C02 to the plants, air movement has a direct
influence on temperature and humidity in your
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growing space. If there is no air movement, the
stagnant air can lead to a buildup of moisture and/or
heat, potentially resulting in harmful fungi and
bacteria growth. If there is too much air movement,
the plants can dry out too fast.
If you are working inside a conventional building,
consider taking advantage of open windows and
other natural air currents that occur in the building.
(Keep in mind the temperature of the breeze blowing
in through that window, as well as the amount of air
pollution.) Installing fans in the exhibit location is also
a good option. Some growers recommend oscillating
fans that are pointed away from the plant specimens,
so the leaves don’t get shredded by aggressive blasts
of air.
Greenhouses and conservatories should be equipped
with side and roof vents, ceiling fans, and/or air intake
and exhaust blowers. Oscillating fans can also be used
in sections of the greenhouse where more air
movement is needed.
When working in exposed outdoor sites, air move
ment is harder to control. Windbreaks can be built
from banks of trees & hedges or constructed walls.
Ultimately, choosing a location with the best condi
tions possible is the key, as well as selecting plants that
will thrive in the conditions specific to this site.

Water. Most plants absorb water through their roots,

though there are countless fascinating exceptions to
this rule. There are different types of water: tap water
will vary in mineral content from one site to another,
while distilled water has all salts and minerals
removed. Some horticulturalists prefer to use distilled
water on all of their plants, since it doesn’t leave little
white spots of mineral deposits on the leaves after the
water drops evaporate. Check to see if your plants
need specific water types—most carnivorous plants,
for example, can survive only on distilled water. The
pipes that transport you water can affect the mineral
content of the water as well—distilled water is usually
run through plastic pipes, since they don’t leach
minerals the way that metal pipes do.
Irrigating your plants can be done in a number of
ways. Automatic drip systems save time, but handwatering with hoses and watering cans ensures that
the plants get individual attention from staff. Keep in
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mind that potted plants tend to dry out much faster
than plants that are growing in the soil.
Some plants absorb water through their leaves or
through aerial roots, and rely on ambient humidity
from the air. Greenhouses and conservatories are able
to sustain these humid conditions fairly easily. If you
are working in conventional indoor exhibit space, you
may need to build terrariums to serve as self-contained
humid environments for these humidity-loving plants.
(Be sure there is air circulation in your terrarium!)
From small fishbowl displays to full-sized lakes, there
are numerous formats for growing and displaying
aquatic plants. Research what kind of temperature
and fertilizer needs your plants have. Be sure you’ve
factored in mosquito abatement issues. If you have
glass panels for visitors to look through, come up with
an algae abatement plan as well.

Soil. The type of soil you’re working with has a huge

effect on water issues. Sandy soils let water drain
through quite quickly, while silty soils retain water for
a longer time. Assess the soil texture at your site first
thing—you can find directions on how to do this in
gardening books and websites. Different plants have
different drainage needs, of course. When working
inside a conservatory, many recommend aiming for
high drainage soil overall so the building itself doesn’t
flood like a soup bowl.
Soil amendments are available to help out with water
retention in potted plants. Mulch and water-retaining
top-dressing can increase water retention in both
indoor and outdoor settings. When planting outdoors,
you should choose plants that are compatible with the
native soil—no matter how much you amend the
planting hole, the roots will eventually grow into the
native soil.
Nutrients & fertilizers can be added to soils as
necessary, from natural or synthetic sources. Research
the needs of your plants to see if fertilizer is even
needed. Plants in pots will eventually exhaust the
nutrients in their soil, and therefore may need
repotting over time.

Space. If we’re lucky, plants grow! In a greenhouse

or conservatory, keep an eye on the relation of plant
height to roof height. In some cases, you may want
to sink the still-potted plants into the soil of the
conservatory, so the pots limit the speed of the
plant’s growth. Some exuberant tropical trees may
need aggressive pruning nonetheless. When trees
get dangerously tall they may simply need to be
removed—plant younger specimens to grow alongside
so that there isn’t so much of a canopy gap when
the tallest do get removed. Vines are spectacular
in conservatories, but keep an eye on them so they
don’t strangle ceiling fans, window hinges, or other
important mechanical devices.
When working in an outdoor site, keep an eye out for
overhead hazards like power lines that tall plants
could grow into. Read up on how aggressive the roots
of your plants will be, so you can avoid planting
specimens that will buckle sidewalks, invade plumbing
lines, or yank your building off its foundations (no
joke!). Also be aware of what exotic plants have the
potential to invade local habitats and out-compete
with the native plants.
Potted plants need repotting over time. When roots
start to coil around the edges of the pot, or climb out
the holes in the bottom of the pot, or push and warp
the edges of plastic pots into exciting new shapes,
then they need bigger homes.
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Appendix III

Label materials
Exhibit labels in a working greenhouse need to survive
high levels of humidity, light, heat, and visitor traffic.
Since the collections themselves change though time
(growing, blooming, fruiting, dying, being replaced
with new specimens), it’s very helpful to use materials
that you can cheaply and easily change. Below is a list
of what materials we have used in different contexts,
with notes on how they are working.

Poly banner
This is our staple label material. It comes in 50’ to 100’
rolls and prints out in long sheets that can be cut
down to the size you need. We use a HP DesignJet
5500PS Plotter with waterproof, UV-resistant ink, and
the ink has proven quite stable. Many of our poly
banner labels are displayed in hanging clips of folded
Plexiglas or table-top clipboards, making it easy to
swap them out for a new label as we go. You can print
photo-murals on this material, which look fantastic
when backlit, in a stained-glass effect. One drawback
is that the surface of poly banner can be easily
scratched. For high-traffic applications, such as the
how-to instructions for using tools, laminate the
sheets of poly banner to protect it from scratching.

environment, such as our cloud forest gallery, nicks in
the surface lead to almost immediate algae growth
not just in the breach itself but spreading laterally just
underneath the vinyl layer. This results in dark stains
that are impossible to wash off. We still use this
material in the cloud forest, but we are very careful to
keep it from getting scratched—installing rubber
bumpers at the edges of the lift-up doors, for
example. The ease of scratching means it is not a good
choice for vandalism-prone exhibit areas.

iZone
This high-pressure laminate surface resists moisture,
UV rays, and graffiti. It comes with a 10-year warranty.
It’s not cheap, so we use it sparingly, only in areas
where we don’t anticipate needing to update or revise
labels. Three of our iZone labels in our super-soggy
cloud forest gallery had minute nicks in the lower
edge because of how they were cut. We have thriving
colonies of algae growing underneath the clear
surface layer of each of those labels now.

Cloth banners
The main entrance, plus each of our habitat areas, are
labeled with cloth banners made from vinyl material.
The original color has faded a bit in the sun, and the
accumulation of dust has diminished the brilliance of
the white areas. Not a bad material, but not as crisp as
the poly banner.

Lamination

P-touch label tape

We use a Jackson-Hirsh Premium Pouch Laminator,
Card/Guard model 7200. The type and thickness of the
lamination pouches varies with the application. If the
item to be laminated will get heavily handled by the
public, we use a pouch that is 30 mils thick. If the item
is for reading but doesn’t get manipulated, we use the
non-glare style of laminating pouch at the more
lightweight 20 mils thickness. See www.jhlaminating.
com for details.

Used for small supplemental labels to point out focus
knobs, identify the contents of bottles in an exhibit,
etc. Over time the edges may start peeling up a little,
making it a target for visitors who like to pick at
things. It’s fast and easy to replace though!

Vinyl-wrapped Sintra
We use this primarily on our hinged labels, such at the
plant diagrams in the Structures of Carnivorous Plants.
It has a very clean look and the color of the graphics is
vivid, with no fading problems. The vinyl sheet can
accumulate slight scratches and gouges over time,
however. In an extremely humid conservatory

Vinyl lettering
We recently added press-on vinyl lettering to the glass
doors between galleries to help identify the spaces.
Vinyl letters on glass look very elegant for small
amounts of text in a large font. It’s only a matter of
time before visitors start picking at the letters,
though!
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Appendix IV

Exhibit selection process and criteria
In retrospect, these are the things that seem most
important to us about planning and putting together
this kind of exhibition:
1.	Be bold an try new things, even if you haven’t seen
any models in the field.
2. Form a small in-house team that is responsible for
most of the major decisions. Make sure these are
people you like.
3. Come up with a big idea that foregrounds your
collections, helps limit content, and has clear
implications for the visitor experience.
4. Create exhibit criteria, and use them.
5. Find designers and fabricators who will listen and
collaborate with you.
6. Prototype like mad, and change things based on
what you learn. (We mocked up 133 versions of 79
different exhibits and tested them with 250
people, including 67 students from 5 schools!)
7.	Seek advice from experts. Ask questions that you
really want answered.
8.	Design flexibility and changeability into your
exhibits.
9.	Design a range of experiences, from brief
encounters to in-depth experiments, from
primarily visual to more cerebral.
10.	Don’t sacrifice the things that are most important
to you.

This is a small sampling of some of the criteria we
applied to all of our exhibit ideas, in order to
determine whether they’d be worth pursuing:
•

What is the specific concept being communicated?

•

Why is this particular concept important?

•

What will visitors do at the exhibit?

•

Would this exhibit be better as a program or a
book?
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Appendix V

Full list of Plants Are Up to Something exhibits

Introductory exhibits
1. Video plantings: time-lapse videos of plants in
motion, tucked into planter beds

7. Plant reproduction : rearrange pots of plants
in order of their current stage of life cycle

2. Hundreds of greens: matching color chips to
the colors of plant foliage

8. Pollen on the move: flex-scope zooms in on
reproductive parts of flower, and visitors handpollinate with paintbrush

3. Kaleidoscopes: tethered kaleidoscopes for fun
new views of the greenhouse
4. Scent bowls: aromatic plant parts to touch and
smell
5.

Habitat intro labels: brief intro text for each
distinct habitat area (bog, cloud forest, rain forest,
and tropical dry forest); includes maps of habitat
distribution and digital meters that report current
temperature and humidity in the exhibits

Plant Lab exhibits
1. Touch basket of seeds: sturdy seed specimens
to handle, with diagrams explaining parts
2. Seeds that travel with animals: loose
hitchhiking seeds that cling to samples of animal
fur

9. Stem diversity: display of plants that have
amazing stem structures
10. Tree rings: microscopic views of xylem tubes in
wood, cross sections of trees with hand lenses, and
a field guide to trees in the garden
11. Tropisms: time-lapse video of stems in motion,
with live examples of plants responding to gravity
and other stimuli
12. Root hairs: Petri dishes with recently germinated
radish seeds, showing the tiny water-absorbing
cells on the roots
13. Which roots grow here? clear planter-boxes
featuring common root vegetables
14. Root diversity: array of live plants with
extraordinary roots visible

3. Seeds that ride the wind: tall acrylic tubes
with fans at the base to launch seeds into the air so
visitors can see how they fly

15. Roots and nutrients: measuring the nutrient
content of the liquid in two hydroponic chambers,
then comparing the growth of two plants

4. Germinating seeds: Petri dishes with corn and
bean seeds at different stages of germination

16. Algae identification : three microscopes with
different algae specimens at each

5. How sweet is it? using a refractometer to
measure sweetness of flower nectars

17. Miniature landscapes: live moss specimens
with flex-scope and field guide to leaf shape and
spore capsule shape

6. Pollinators and their favorite smells:
comparing the scents of flowers pollinated by bees,
bats, and flies

18. Spores to seeds: planter bed with ancient
plants, and interpretive text on evolutionary
sequence
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19. Leaf quilt: free-choice sorting and display of
leaves by shape
20. Leaf textures: flex-scope highlighting textures
of leaves
21. Photosynthesis: diagram of the “ingredients”
of photosynthesis, near stomata exhibit
22. Leaves are full of holes: microscope showing
close-up of the gas-exchange pores in leaves
23. Plant petting zoo: live plants with interesting
textures and smells, labeled “touch gently” and
“smell”

Cloud Forest exhibits
1. What’s inside a bromeliad? flip-open diagram
of bromeliad with animals in its leaves, near giant
bromeliad specimens that are good for peering
into
2. Orchids that look like insects: guessing
game about which orchid flower is mimicking
which insect
3. Gotcha!: flipbook (kineograph) showing how
male Catasetum orchids launch their pollen at bees
and how the female orchids pry it back off

24. Van Helmont’s willow: recreation of historic
science experiment to track whether plants “eat”
soil

4. Cloud forest carnivores: hinged labels
revealing structures of carnivorous plants in the
cloud forest, with magnifying lenses to view details
of plants

25. Flower dissection station : facilitated station
with microscope run by staff or volunteer: visitors
use safety scissors to dissect flowers, then look at
the details under the microscope

5. How do pitcher plants digest insects?:
measuring the acidity of Nepenthes digestive fluid
with pH meters

Tropical Rain Forest exhibits
1. Leaf calendar: tropical evergreen plant with
leaves labeled with the date of when each
unfurled
2. Rain gauges: quirky sculptural display showing
how much rain falls in different rain forests
3. Victoria pollination : illustrated book of the
stages of giant amazon water lily pollination,
including smell jar
4. Spices from the rain forest: smell-jars with
scents of rain forest spices
5. Life in the water: joystick-controlled
underwater camera for viewing aquatic plants
6. Amorphophallus field guide: illustrated book
of several species of “stinky plants,” including smell
jar

6. Orchid pollination : diagram introducing the
reproductive parts of orchids

Bog exhibits
1. Bog carnivores: hinged labels revealing
structures of carnivorous plants in the cloud forest,
with magnifying lenses to view details of plants
2. Carnivorous plant videos: film footage of
carnivorous plants in action, a mix of real-time and
time-lapse
3. Souteast bog plant ID : illustrated readerboard identifying bog species
4.	Bog cross section : transparent tank showing
the layers of materials that make up a bog
5. Count the corpses: dried specimens of
Sarracenia traps, split open to reveal empty
exoskeletons of the insect prey

7. Lighten up: light meter on a pulley that visitors
move up and down the canopy

6. How do bogs stay wet?: weighing identical
samples of sphagnum moss, one wet and one dry,
to see the amount of water it can hold in its leaves

8. Compost bin : measure the temperature of the
rotting leaves and see how decomposition works
fast in tropical heat

7. Squish : spongy rubberized floor surface sets the
tone when entering the bog
8. Carnivorous plant station : facilitated
station with flex-scope run by staff or volunteer: in
winter, visitors pick through the remains of insects
caught in Sarracenia leaves; the rest of the year,
visitors trigger the leaves of Venus flytraps.
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You can learn more about the

Plants Are Up to Something
exhibition at the Rose Hills Foundation Conservatory
for Botanical Science
at www.huntington.org
Questions? Comments?
Please contact Kitty Connolly, at
kconnolly@huntington.org

